An opto-electronic tongue, prepared using porphyrins, pH indicators, and their mixtures, has been tested for the analysis of toxic compounds in potable water. The color changes of sensitive dyes immersed in a water solution containing the target analytes were measured with an optical platform made by four LEDs (as light sources) and a digital camera (detector). We demonstrate that blends of dyes might be endowed with sensing properties wider than those of the single constituents, enabling the identification of a range of toxic compounds at concentrations smaller than 10 -6 mol/L. Furthermore, the use of the reporters in a sensor array configuration allows for the identification of the compounds disregarding their concentration.
Introduction
A great number of toxic compounds can be released in water due to either natural events or intentional actions, making water noxious for human health. Among these compounds, we can find herbicides, pesticides, and drugs. The rich chemistry of optical indicators and the wide availability of high-performance and low-cost optical instruments [1] makes optical sensors putative candidates for the development of sensor system that can provide a first alarm in a water distribution network.
For the scope, we investigated the sensing properties of metalloporphyrins, pH indicators and their blends. In particular, we recently demonstrated that blends of optical indicators result in sensors whose performance in the detection of volatile compounds may exceed those of the individual consituents [2] . This concept is here applied to the detection of pollutants in drinkable water The tested compouds cover a wide spectrum of potentially dangerous molecules such pesticides, pharmaceutical, industrial waste, and precursors of nervine gases. Specifically the tested compounds were: cyclohexanone (a ketone), dimethylmethylphosphonate (DMMP) (organophosphorous), piperazine (diamine), imidacloprid (neonicotinoid), 5-fluorouracile (chemotherapic drug), and paraoxon (organophosphorous). They have been measured at concentrations from 10 -7 mol/L to 10 -4 mol/L spiked in normal tap water.
Experimental
The sensing layers have been prepared in order to be spotted onto a plastic substrate. The mixture was composed by a plasticized polymer formed by 33% of polyvinylchloride (PVC), and 66 % of dioctylsebacate (DOS) the rest 1% of the mixture was the sensing dye that could be a porphyrin, a acid-base indicator or as outlined above a blend of them. The ionic exchange between the water and the membrane can be improved adding a lipophilic salt to the basic mixture. These salts may be either anionic (decylmethylammonium chloride, TDMAC) or cationic (potassium tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl)borate, TpClPBK). The list of compounds is shown in table 1. Figure 1 shows a picture of an example of an array formed by spots of porphyrins, dyes, and porphyrins+dyes with the lipophilic salt as additional component. Figure 2 shows a drawing of the assembled prototype where all the major components: LED, camera and substrate carrying the sensitive spots.
The sensitive substrate is placed in a Petri dish normally filled with reference water. For the tests the analytes are spiked in the Petri cell at controlled concentration.
The layer of sensitive spots is sequentially illuminated with the three LEDs: red, green, and blue. At each illumination the camera records an image. The image is stored in jpeg format, and for each pixel a triplet of RGB values is given in the scale from 0 to 254. The image is decomposed in the three channels and the red, green and blue channels are considered for the corresponding illumination.
In practice each measurement produces three monochromatic 8-bit images. Images are analyzed with a Matlab script where the regions of interest (the spots) are defined and the average intensities for each spot are calculated. The color of the spots is evaluated before and after the addition of the analyte.
Results
For sake of simplicity, here the sensor response is evaluated through a synthetic descriptor that has been calculated summing the absolute values of the RGB changes measured between the images taken before and during the exposure to the analyte.
The sensors responses correlate very well with the concentration of the analyte, no saturation effect is observed both in the high and low concentration range. This suggests that sensors responses are still expected well below the investigated ranges.
As an example of sensors response, figure 3 shows the response of the sensing spot number 8 in table 1. The sensitivity the sensing spots to the tested compounds has been evaluated as the slope of the straight line fitting the data in the semilog plot of figure 1. In this way the sensitivity is calculated as the RGB shift per decade of concentration change. The sensitivities of the ten spots to the six compounds are shown in Figure 4 . All the spots are sensitive to the compounds but the sensitivity pattern is rather different. This is the basis for the integration of the spot in a sensor array that can be duly treated with a multivariate data analysis.
Here the data are simply visualized with the help of the principal component analysis (PCA). The first principal component (PC) carries about 52% of the total variance and it is strongly correlated to the concentration of the analytes and then it does not provide any discrimination about the different compounds. On the other hand, the principal components of superior order differentiate among the analytes. Figure 4 shows the plot of PC2 vs PC3 where the data points related to the various compounds are visually separated. On these bases, the use of predictive algorithms is expected to provide a complete identification of the compounds and estimation of the concentration. 
Conclusions
In conclusion all the indicators have been found sensitive, albeit non selective, towards the tested compounds. However, the sensitivity patterns are sufficiently different to allow the use of the indicators as a sensor array in order to achieve the combinatorial selectivity typical of electronic noses and tongues.
The use in the same array of porphyrins and pH indicators has been suggested in the past [3] , but here they have been complemented by blends of porphyrins and indicators. The interplay between the consituents of the blends provide a peculiar sensitivity that is different from the mere superposition of their constituents but the interplay between the sensitive molecules provide a peculiar sensitivity that exceeds the mere superposition of the sensitivities of the constituents. 
